
 

 

Tasmania’s Next Iconic Walk 

Notes regarding the 23 July 2021 Feasibility Study 

 
Lake Huntley and the Tyndall Range. Photo: Martin Hawes 

 

Introduction 

The State government promised $20 million at the 2018 election to develop Tasmania’s “Next Iconic 

Walk”, intended to be another hut-based multi-day Three Capes Track-style development. After a 

public call for ideas, the chosen option in the Tyndall Range (part of the West Coast Range) was 

announced on 26 July 2019. 

According to the Feasibility Study (p19), “an iconic walk is a personal adventure, an achievable challenge 

that creates an overwhelming feeling of reward.” 

Comments like the following call into question the rigour of the selection process: 

“The very first day I stepped foot on the Tyndall Ranges I knew this was it.” PWS general manager 

Jason Jacobi, The Mercury, 20 August 2021. 
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The proposed Next Iconic Walk, and in particular its location, has been criticised by a range of 

eNGOs, including the Tasmanian National Parks Association (TNPA; see here), Bob Brown 

Foundation, The Wilderness Society and Tasmanian Wilderness Guides Association (the latter three 

issuing media releases in response to the release of the Feasibility Study; see below). TNPA has 

summarised previous components of the selection and assessment process and discussions with 

PWS here: 

“After an internal assessment process involving an unidentified assessment panel without public 

scrutiny or clearly detailed selection criteria, the government’s chosen ‘Next Iconic Walk’ option 

was announced on 26 July 2019. …. There is little doubt the chosen west coast location is more 

political than practical, creating a perception of government development dollars being spent in 

an economically struggling part of the state and playing to their perceived electoral base. 

…. the fundamental issue is the lack of transparency in the selection process. We are left 

attempting to tweak an inappropriate proposal without the capacity to adequately scrutinise the 

alternatives.” 

Other points we consider highly relevant include: 

 The proposed development would drastically impact the wildness of one of the most 

outstanding (and biologically important) wild areas in the state. 

 By the government’s own figures, the $40 million budget (see below) translates to $1 million 

per long-term job. 
 Apart from environmental concerns, the Tyndall Range area is unsuitable for an ‘iconic walk’ 

because its climate is extreme even by West Coast standards. 

These notes primarily concern and critique a long-awaited feasibility study into the proposed 

development, completed in early 2021. 

 
Lake Huntley and mist-shrouded Tyndall Range. The proposed track would traverse the centre of this scene, with a hut 

complex atop the ridge in the centre of this photo, overlooking the lake. Photo: Rob Blakers 

 

  

https://tnpa.org.au/next-iconic-walk-how-did-the-tyndalls-get-chosen/
https://tnpa.org.au/tyndall-range-next-iconic-walk-state-of-play/
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Feasibility study 

Minister for Parks, Jacquie Petrusma, announced in a press release on 6 September 2021: 

“The findings of a Feasibility Study into a new overnight experience in the Tyndall Range on 

Tasmania’s West Coast proves the proposal is feasible and will deliver a new and iconic multi-day 

walking experience. 

I am pleased to announce that the Tasmanian Government will double the funding already 

committed for the next iconic walk to take it to $40 million, to make this exciting proposal a 

reality. 

The Tyndall Range was selected for its extraordinary, spectacular and dramatic landscape from 35 

public submissions in 2019, with significant public consultation, market testing and assessments 

indicating that it will be a success. 

…….. 

Detailed design work will now commence on planning, hut concept designs and approvals before 

the project will be assessed through the Reserve Activity Assessment process, and the public given 

the opportunity to provide feedback.” 

 

The following sections are mostly quotations from the Feasibility Study report. Many of the 

quotations clearly reveal issues with the study or the proposal, but in some cases comments have 

been made on the quotations. 

The Feasibility Study (p9) “recommends options the Tasmanian Government could proceed with” 

(from the very limited choices presented for study) and “summarises the research, consultation, 

studies, and analysis contained in more detailed documents.” Most of these latter documents are 

not public. 

The study notes (p9) “The Next Iconic Walk will be an intergenerational development and economic 

legacy for Tasmania and the West Coast. This is why it was important to invest the time up front and 

study all options to ensure the best walk for Tasmania is delivered.” 

The Feasibility Study’s objective is stated (p18) as “to recommend the optimum development option, 

or the optimum achievable within the budget (if they are different).” But, only two options were 

considered (p20-21), pre-selected by PWS after consideration of 50 options statewide 

(encompassing public, stakeholder and PWS options): 

 Option 1: 3-day, 2-night 28km walk, Lake Plimsoll to Lake Margaret power station, with high 

standard facilities (huts) for 30 walkers at Lake Huntley and below Mt Geikie. 

 Option 2: 2-day, 1-night 19-20km return walk with high standard facilities, start/finish at 

Lake Plimsoll, accommodation at Lake Huntley. 

The Feasibility Study refers (p12) to a “rigorous process” undertaken by PWS to choose and test 

options but public statements from senior PWS officers (noted above) and the limited detail 

released describing comparative options calls this into question. Various studies and reports (most 

not public) that have informed the selection are listed (p12-13). 

http://www.premier.tas.gov.au/site_resources_2015/additional_releases/tasmanias_next_iconic_walk_feasibility_study_proves_tyndall_range_concept
https://parks.tas.gov.au/Documents/Tasmanias%20Next%20Iconic%20Walk%20Stage%201%20Feasibility%20Study%20report%20(Final).pdf
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Referring to PWS’s selection of the location, the Study states (p20), “the West Coast, which remains 

a ‘wild’ and unexplored corner of Tasmania that appeals to today’s experiential tourist, offered 

extraordinary potential and was selected as the preferred region” (by PWS). 

The Study also notes (p19) there is an opportunity for a new iconic walk “to improve the economic 

outcomes for Tasmania’s regions”, which seems consistent with the TNPA’s comment noted above 

regarding a political basis for the choice of location. 

Summary of findings 

The Feasibility Study’s findings (p15-17) include: 

 “A new multi-day walk will complement existing offerings”. 

 “There is demonstrated demand for such a walk”. 

 “The Tyndall Range was identified in two public proposals and selected from the 35 possible 

statewide locations for its outstanding potential and manageable constraints.” 

 A description of the recommended route, with the note that “desktop analysis and 

field surveys have yet to identify any critical environmental impediments.” 

 “Visitors interested in multi-day walking preferred a three-day, two-night walk through the 

Tyndall Range” (compared to a two-day option). 

 “Wet, cold and cloudy weather is identified as a potential barrier to enjoying the 

experience.” High standard roofed accommodation is then recommended for “visitor safety 

and comfort”. 

 “Despite the climatic challenges of the area reducing the appeal of camping, it will be 

important consideration in the design stage to provide camping access in order to maintain 

affordability of the walk for all Tasmanian residents, noting that there are already existing 

camping opportunities.”1 

 “If access [from Tasmania’s tourist gateways] is not well managed, it is a significant barrier to 

visitation.” 

 “The median capital cost estimate to develop the walk is estimated at $37 million (subject to 

further planning, design and more detailed investigation). This costing is comparable to the 

Three Capes Track in the current construction climate. The costing takes account of the 

remote location and workforce challenges.” 

 “A cost benefit analysis of the social, economic and environmental costs and benefits shows 

that the Next Iconic Walk is expected to generate a wide range of benefits, and that these 

benefits outweigh the costs.” 

 “The majority, but not all of the benefits are generated through tourists visiting Tasmania.” 

 “Annual operating costs are estimated at $2.9 million at 100% occupancy during a six-month 

operating period (mid spring-mid autumn). This assumes a total 50-bed equivalent at each of 

                                                             
1 The Feasibility Study cautions (p17), “the Next Iconic Walk is a publicly funded investment proposition on 
public land. The stakeholder engagement raised concerns about equity of access if the walk were to be 
privatised. This does not mean however that commercial opportunities should not be pursued and integrated 
into the walk design and planning as this will be critical to the economic benefits derived from the walk.” 
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the two overnight accommodation sites: 30 beds and 10 camping platforms (20-bed 

equivalent). Capacity of 100% would result in 9,100 departures per year.”2 

 “Track operation and maintenance can be funded from visitor income if the required visitor 

numbers are realised; otherwise, external subsidy will be required.” 

 “The earliest date expected for construction commencement is 2023, with practical 

completion and transition into operations by April 2028 to August 2029.” 

The Feasibility Study concludes (p17): 

“Of the options assessed in detail, and with the current monetised benefits, Option 1 is the only one 

for which the net present value of benefits would outweigh the costs.” 

“It is therefore recommended that the Tasmanian Government approve progressing … delivering a 

three-day, two-night Next Iconic Walk in the Tyndall Range, noting the project will require $17 

million additional funding above the $20 million already committed ($37 million total), and noting 

the risks to the delivery of the project and walk operation.” 

Walk selection process 

The Feasibility Study is limited to considering the options presented by PWS but it does provide 

some interesting information on the preceding Next Iconic Walk selection and consultation process. 

The Feasibility Study indicates (p35-37) that, from 50 options, three were selected for testing (by 

PWS), the two options subject to the feasibility study and a “benchmark” option comprising a series 

of upgraded day walks. But the so-called benchmark “was … not a recommended development 

option as it was not included in the (advertised) brief to find a Tasmanian location for a walk and 

does not deliver a multi-day hut based walk”. This suggests a multi-day walk was the only option 

being considered from an early stage, counter to TNPA’s understanding during consultation with 

PWS. 

Commenting on the initial public and subsequent process to identify Tasmania’s Next Iconic Walk, 

the Feasibility Study notes (p41-42): 

“It was found that all proposals had potential, although none in their entirety offered a truly 

unique, world class experience, tailored and with enduring appeal to specific international, 

interstate and Tasmanian visitor markets (PWS, 2020).  

The preferred location – the Tyndall Range – was identified in two public submissions and was 

selected on the merits of: 

 extraordinarily spectacular and dramatic landscape of cliffs, lakes and varied vegetation 

types, with a powerful sense of being wild and remote  

 opportunities for adapting the proposal to integrate aspects of the geological and power 

generation heritage of the region  

 it being within 30 km of Queenstown with well-connected road access to Strahan, 

Rosebery, Zeehan and Tullah  

                                                             
2 But, earlier, the Feasibility Study states (p16), “Market testing suggests that between 2,783 and 4,829 
(median 3,806) visitors are very likely or likely to stay in roofed accommodation, and between 934 and 2,362 
(median 1,648) are very likely or likely to camp per year (total median 5,450).” This suggests that there is likely 
to be considerably less than 100% occupancy. 
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 proximity to the Queenstown and Strahan airports, with recently introduced connecting 

services to Hobart and Launceston from Strahan  

 alternative and complementary tourism products emanating from Queenstown, Strahan, 

Zeehan and Rosebery, such as the West Coast Wilderness Railway, Gordon River Cruises, 

etc.” 

Engagement about the project is summarised (p44-49), but only the west coast community, 

Aboriginal community and walking sector providers are noted. The summary of consultation with 

the latter notes some environmental and privatisation concerns but claims, overall, strong support 

for a high grade track and associated infrastructure. 

Notwithstanding this, some of the feedback from walking businesses is interesting (p49): 

 “Degradation of the landscape needs to be considered: how will the PWS keep walkers on 

track as they can easily wander off in many places and will create new paths and 

eyesores?” This reinforces one of TNPA’s major concerns, that despite the new high grade 

track avoiding the ridgecrest it will likely lead to unplanned track development to access 

the extremely sensitive alpine plateau. 

 “Importantly, the increasing social licence issues around commercialisation and built 

infrastructure within parks has also created wariness by some operators. While it was not 

raised by the interviewer, most stakeholders explicitly noted the need to keep Tasmania’s 

walking reputation strong, and disagreed with models such as private huts, specifically 

noting they did not want this to occur on a new walk.” 

 “Wouldn’t want to see bushwalkers locked out of places they used to be able to go by 

adding private huts and operators and making it only available to people who pay. Most 

stakeholders would support free for all or accepts user pays for hut and camping free; 

exclusivity is the issue”. 

 “Some raised aspects surrounding current developments and the need to be more careful 

about Tasmania’s long-term brand reputation.” 

Apparently, the “rapid early engagement” described on page 47 contacted Paddle Tasmania and 

Climbing Tasmania, but not any bushwalking clubs or their umbrella organisations, “to ensure non-

commercial but organised aspects (club and social group use) was included”. Surely it would have 

been much more logical to consult bushwalking “recreational entities” than paddling or climbing 

ones, given the proposed route of the walk options being investigated? 

The Feasibility Study notes (p25), “early consultation directed the investigation of development 

options to the less sensitive eastern side of the Tyndall Range. Database and field surveys are yet to 

find any development impediments, and the values identified can be protected with careful 

management”. 

Economic and other modelling 

The Feasibility Study notes (p19), “the success of the Overland Track and the Three Capes Track is 

such that the demand outweighs the capacity of these tracks during peak seasons. While effective 

management practices are in place to manage walker numbers, demand is greater than supply.” The 

following paragraph then states, “there is an obvious opportunity to develop a new iconic walk to 

meet the market demand”. Both these quotes assume substitutability of experiences on the 

Overland Track, the Three Capes Track and the next iconic walk, but later (p93, in the context of 
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cost-benefit analysis) the Study notes “the [Tyndalls] track is likely to be unique and not easily 

‘substitutable’”. 

The Feasibility Study includes a lengthy table (p21-24) summarising the appeal to walkers, 

environmental, economic, community and operational comparisons between the two options 

considered. The main differences between options considered appear to be economic; option 1 

makes greater contribution because more costly and longer to build, and it is modelled as likely to 

attract more visitors; i.e. benefit cost ratio (BCR) is stronger than Option 2 (p25). 

The Feasibility Study notes (p22) that, based on 100% occupancy (50 departures/day for 6 months), 

“experience cost” of option 1 = $576/person vs option 2 = $408/person. (If occupancy lower then 

cost higher). But also see our earlier comment regarding 100% occupancy. 

Furthermore, based on the figures for Option 1 in Table 1 of the study (p22-24), the annual revenue 

for 100% occupancy would be $4,193,280 ($1,318,985 greater than suggested annual operational 

costs of $2,874,295). The table suggests an annual surplus of about $600,000. This suggests 

allowance of only about $700,000 annually (about 2%) for capital cost of about $35,000,000. This 

seems a very low borrowing cost (even given that it would be governmental borrowing). 

The Feasibility Study (over)confidently states (p25) “a new ‘iconic’ walk (if successful) is linked to 

Tasmania owning the Australian multi-day market.” This seems to assume there is virtually no 

competition from mainland Australia. We doubt this is the case, certainly if various similar proposals 

in some mainland states are constructed. Furthermore, later discussion (p144-147) indicates how 

competitive the multi-day commercial walking market in Australia and New Zealand is. 

“Key drivers are the walk must be iconic, deliver economic benefits (strengthen and diversify remote 

and regional economies), and build on Brand Tasmania” (p25). 

The Feasibility Study concludes that option 1 is better than option 2, but is hardly enthusiastic about 

potential economic benefits: 

“Option 1’s BCR is positive if the median visitor numbers are achieved, which is a stronger 

result than Options 2. This is an acceptable and conservative starting point, as the actual 

visitor numbers will remain unknown until the track is opened. …. However, market testing 

indicates that the Tyndall Range is unlikely to be a first choice walking destination in Tasmania. 

Option 1 is unlikely to be as popular as the Three Capes Track, and visitor numbers may be 

lower. Nonetheless, while there is a risk, the estimated visitation figures suggest that the 

three-day, two-night walk (Option 1) in the Tyndall Range is the most attractive proposition 

for visitors to travel to Tasmania.” 

“All options require a strategic investment in Queenstown tourism and town infrastructure and 

services, including public transport links to the rest of Tasmania.” (p26). 

“Option 2 could be delivered for $20 million” but the feasibility study argues the additional cost of 

option 1 ($37 million) is worth it; “Option 1 has the highest potential to achieve the project 

objectives” (p26). 

In several places, the Feasibility Study recommends a staged approach to construction of option 1 

(so offering budget and risk management options), so option 1 could morph into option 2 anyway. 

There appear to be substantial discrepancies in the costing approaches for the alternatives. For 

example, Table 24 (summary of capital costs; p90) has total costs to the nearest $10,000 for options 

1 and 2, while the benchmark (upgraded day walks) is exactly $20 million dollars (which conveniently 

exactly matches the 2018 election promise). Further, the benchmark involves no construction of 
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huts, and not much more track than option 2, yet is supposedly considerably more expensive than 

option 2. 

“Operational budget risks are high if projected visitor numbers are not achieved” (p26). 

The Feasibility Study discusses (p31-35) market demand and summarises market testing studies, 

noting the following: 

 “Variations in the proportion of walkers seeking to pay for additional guided/supported 

walking compared to doing the walk unsupported (independently) can significantly alter 

job creation and local business growth (as well as have other impacts). …. as a general 

statement, the higher the level of core infrastructure built into a walk (huts, wayfinding, 

interpretation), the lower the need for guides.” 

 “More people (higher numbers) are interested in bushwalking as the level of comfort 

increases, and difficulty decreases; level of interest is price dependent.” 

 “A multi-day walk of a similar standard to the Three Capes Track is likely to achieve the 

highest demand from the multi-day walker target market.” 

Conclusions regarding the “multi-day walker target market” would seem to be based on a somewhat 

selective survey. The Feasibility Study describes (p43) how the survey population was selected. 

Respondents to the market testing survey were selected primarily from the PWS’ database of people 

who had previously walked the Three Capes Track and/or the Overland Track, reflecting the target 

market for the new walk. It is not clear exactly what information was provided to respondents on 

the proposed options, particularly on the weather conditions likely to be encountered in the 

Tyndalls. The tracks listed as ‘commonly walked’ by respondents suggest that less than 40% of 

respondents had any personal experience of walking in western Tasmanian conditions (Overland 

Track and Cradle area) which would have given them some understanding of likely weather 

conditions in the Tyndalls.  

The Feasibility Study summarises modelling of likely visitation on pages 49-51. For the recommended 

Option 1, “the total median estimate is 5,450 departures per year (late spring to early autumn), 

contingent on successful promotion”. 

Modelling actually suggested that a package of daywalks (the “benchmark”) would attract more 

visitors than either of the multi-day options, but, the Feasibility Study states (p51), “whilst the 

benchmark delivers the highest number of potential visitors, it must be noted that this option 

provides little difference from the existing day walk products on offer and does not provide as high 

economic benefit to Tasmania as the other options due to different visitation patterns and regional 

spending.” 

And, Figure 29 on page 125, presenting results of a community survey, indicates that new and 

improved daywalks have far more support than new overnight walks. Also, page 126 says “Overall, 

the majority of visitors were “Unsupportive” or “Strongly unsupportive” of the multi-day options.” 

Regarding this late 2020 community survey, only 22 responses were attracted from the West Coast 

community target audience but 184 from non-residents who had visited the region. The findings are 

hence acknowledged as not statistically representative, but the Feasibility Study then announces 

(p45) that a majority (12 of 22) west coast respondents highly supportive and perceive many 

benefits. 
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Further project justification 

The Feasibility Study contains the following quotes to further justify the proposed walk’s west coast 

location: 

“Tourism Tasmania research highlights that Tasmania is a desirable destination because of its 

nature, and nature-based activities. Parks and reserves are vitally important to Tasmania’s tourism 

industry” (p33). 

“The goal of (the Next Iconic Walk) project is to increase visitation to Tasmania’s West Coast (and 

Tasmania overall) and maximise economic benefits for both.” (p27). 

“Tasmania has developed a solid brand for multi-day walk experiences, which the West Coast has 

not yet capitalised on.” (p28). 

Walk design 

A hut (or more likely a hut complex) at Lake Huntley is a core feature of both options considered by 

the Feasibility Study, and has also been a prime concern of the TNPA and other eNGOs. The 

Feasibility Study (p22) acknowledges “stakeholder concern with accommodation at Lake Huntley”, 

but only for “specifically high numbers”, not concerns we and others have articulated regarding 

visual impact (for example). The validity of such concerns seems borne out elsewhere in the study 

(p36); “overnight accommodation would be provided at Lake Huntley, considered to be the most 

iconic, or significant, visual element of the Tyndall Range due to its sheer 300 metre cliffs. The 

location proposed for the accommodation will take full advantage of this commanding viewpoint”. 

This implies the proposed accommodation will be in a prominent location. 

The Feasibility Study acknowledges (p35), “it will be important to provide camping access in order to 

keep the walk affordable for all Tasmanian residents.” 

The contrast between the material on pages 20-21 of the study about camping and that earlier in the 

study is interesting. At pages 20-21, the study says “Camping could also be considered” (in addition 

to staying in huts). By contrast, page 17 explicitly assumes 10 camping platforms (20-bed 

equivalent), for a total of 50-bed equivalent (with both huts and camping). Camping is also assumed 

in the summary of options tested that is presented on page 22. 

The survey of the “multi-day walker target market” noted previously found “bunks are the most 

preferred accommodation, followed by tents on platforms … It is possible bunks may grow in appeal 

after the walk opens, due to the reality of climate conditions in the area making camping more 

uncomfortable than on other multi-day walks” (p34). 

The Feasibility Study acknowledges (p51-52) weather, physical access and local workforce as project 

constraints. 

Then, in discussing the weather constraint, it is stated (p52), “the Tyndall Range, although unlikely to 

be a first choice walking destination from first look, could be a successful one with appropriate 

responses. Such responses include constructing a series of reflection and refuge shelters along the 

track and relatively short walking distances between huts to enable walkers to escape the elements 

should they require it. Closure during winter could also be considered and has been modelled in the 

BCR.” 

”With appropriate responses to the physical constraints of the Tyndall Range, there is the 

opportunity to create a highly successful walking experience” (p63-64). Solutions suggested include: 
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 higher quality tracks (i.e. no mud) 

 “highly serviced (warm, dry, comfortable, safe) accommodation” 

 “expectation management” 

 “(Optional) guided support for more inexperienced walkers”. 

The Feasibility Study acknowledges (p91):  

“The establishment of the track will result in higher numbers of people entering a part of 

Tasmania that has, to this point, had low visitation. There are perceived concerns that 

construction of the track itself will diminish the natural values of the region. In addition, there 

was concern expressed …. that walkers will leave the official track, disturbing natural 

ecosystems and habitats. …… 

Although the costs associated with this are very much real, it is anticipated they will be 

minimised through approval conditions (project controls), environmentally responsible 

construction, post-occupancy surveys, education, signage and enforcement measures.” 

Some aspects of the proposed track and hut standards are indicated on page 78. The track would be 

fully hardened (e.g. gravel, rock, durable natural surface, timber, fibre reinforced plastic) and 0.75-

1.2m wide. 

The Feasibility Study notes (p75) potential issues with sourcing adequate experienced contractors 

for construction. 

Other information 

The Feasibility Study states (p51) that about 1000 walkers/year use the existing rough track to the 

Tyndall Plateau. The source or veracity of this data is unclear, as is the point being made. Such a 

number greatly exceeds the known environmental carrying capacity of the alpine Tyndall plateau 

and, while impacts in the area exist and are of concern, they do not represent what one might 

expect from such numbers. But, if visitation to the alpine plateau has already dramatically increased, 

this is a management issue that must be addressed immediately, and constructing and promoting 

the proposed Next Iconic Walk will certainly make the problem worse. 

It is also noted, “a key concern raised involves the risk of environmental degradation of areas 

surrounding (and as a result of) any new walk infrastructure in the Tyndall Range” (p45). 

After summarising the modelled economic benefits of the project (p52-54), the Feasibility Study also 

notes that “two underlying concerns exist within the community: 

 The risk of the walk infrastructure being monopolised by private operators, creating an 

equity imbalance between those who can afford to purchase high-end walking experiences, 

and the remaining walker market. 

 The perceived impact on the natural environment of the Tyndall Range.” 

“The development of a walk and associated tourism infrastructure is consistent with the reserve 

status of a Regional Reserve and Conservation Area. The area is not subject to a PWS management 

plan; is not part of the TWWHA; and occurs on land managed by the PWS and Hydro Tasmania. The 

area falls within the State’s Mt Read Strategic Prospectivity Zone, and the proposal complies with the 

Mining (Strategic Prospectivity Zones) Act 1993. In principle support from existing mineral 

exploration lease holders was obtained and confirmed during the feasibility study timeframe.” (p63). 

Among the “critical success factors” identified in table 12 (p65) of the Feasibility Study are “The walk 

has a high level of community support” and “The walk addresses issues raised by the community”. 
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Table 13 (p69), which identifies stakeholders and their roles, identifies the Tasmanian community 

only as “possible regular users of the Next Iconic Walk”. 

The Feasibility Study states (p91), “The establishment of the track will result in higher numbers of 

people entering a part of Tasmania that has, to this point, had low visitation. There are perceived 

concerns that construction of the track itself will diminish the natural values of the region. In 

addition, there was concern expressed by both the online survey participants, and existing 

commercial operators, that walkers will leave the official track, disturbing natural ecosystems and 

habitats.” But, “owing to methodological difficulties, (the Feasibility Study has) not sought to 

quantify the cost of environmental degradation” as part of its cost-benefit analysis (p91). 

The Feasibility Study argues (p100), “Education is potentially a significant benefit under each of the 

options. The scale of any educational component will therefore be important in supporting the 

justification for the project.” However, the assumptions in the education part of the analysis (about 

numbers of school visitors – 3 school visits each of 30 students every week during the school year) 

on page 95 seem very optimistic. 

It is notable that although suggestions for loop walks were made during initial public consultation 

(see p152), loop walks were not considered in formulating the options or benchmark, although much 

was made of the attractiveness of a through walk by comparison with an “out and back” walk. 

Perhaps this is because a through walk with track heads remote from towns provides a more captive 

market for commercial transport operators? 


